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Life and investment opportunities in London will
be discussed
Acting as a bridge between Turkey and London for more than a decade, the real
estate and asset management company Property Dimensions will hold its second
seminar entitled “Living and Investing in and Via London” on March 10th, at Pera
House in Istanbul. The event will be co-hosted by DenizBank and the British
Consulate General in Istanbul. Metin Güvener, the CEO of Property Dimensions;
Dr. Saruhan Özel, DenizBank Chief Economist and Jessica Hand, British Consul
General in Istanbul will provide information about London economy, investment
opportunities and expectations in the city during the seminar. Life in London will
also be discussed during the seminar.

London based Property Dimensions, will discuss life and investment opportunities
in London together with DenizBank and British Consulate General in Istanbul. The
“Living and Investing in and Via London” Seminar Series II will be held on March
10th, 2011, Thursday at Pera House in Istanbul and will be hosted by Property
Dimensions with the collaboration of DenizBank and British Consulate General in
Istanbul.
Experts will explain
Metin Güvener, the CEO of Property Dimensions will provide information about life
and investment opportunities in London at the seminar. British Consul General
Jessica Hand who is also the Director of British Trade and investments will provide
her opinions on London as the world Capital of Business. DenizBank Chief
Economist Dr. Saruhan Özel will make a speech about his economic expectations
regarding London and Istanbul.

DenizBank Private Banking Customers will also attend

DenizBank Private Banking customers, PD London and Consulate guests will
attend the seminar where investment, culture and education opportunities in
London will be presented to guests.
Opportunities in London will be discussed for investors
Seminar participants will receive in depth information concerning how the current
market conditions are generating opportunities for the proactive investor in
London. Ones that are looking for an Investment Property, a pied-à-terre in
London or for furthering their knowledge on education or relocation will find their
answers at the seminar. The seminar also aims to bridge the gap between London
and Turkish families. Among the objectives of the Living and Investing Via London
seminar are how a combination of the right people, processes and professional
bespoke advice can deliver value and a rewarding return.
Since the beginning of the last decade London has been the first choice for a
range of continental investors including Russia and later on in the decade Asia
with the Chinese in particular.
Property Dimensions aims to promote and strengthen the relationship between
the UK and Turkey and provide exciting opportunities for Istanbul investors to
leave their mark as the most influential group of investors at the beginning of this
new decade.
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